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Enhance your pool cleaning experience with the Scuba
S1, designed for all pool types up to 150 m². This
advanced cleaner features a brushless drain motor,
filtering an impressive 265 LPM, and a dynamic silicone
brush for thorough debris removal. Its caterpillar treads
offer unmatched mobility, while WavePath™ 2.0
technology ensures precise navigation and cleanliness
on every surface. Choose from four cleaning modes,
including an eco-friendly option, for customized pool
care. Plus, enjoy the convenience of solar charging for an
eco-conscious, low-maintenance solution.

Unrivalled Cleaning Performance
A device that always cleans according to your needs - at your times and the way you want it. The Scuba S1 was
developed for both above ground and in-ground pools and cleans pools up to 150 m². It does this by using a brushless
drain motor and filtering up to 265 LPM of pool water, while the dynamic silicone brush collects dirt and debris.

Caterpillar treads for superior mobility
The Scuba S1's caterpillar tracks improve contact with the pool surface. This results in improved traction, excellent
mobility and superior obstacle clearance along the bottom and walls of the pool.

WavePath™ navigation technology 2.0
Using the latest technology, WavePath™ 2.0 utilises the natural flow of your pool to increase cleaning performance.
Thanks to first-class sensors, the device can localise the location of the device in your pool and thus ensure spotless
cleanliness on the floor, walls and waterline of your pool.

Four cleaning modes
Optimise pool cleaning with the Scuba S1's multiple modes: Floor, Wall, Floor + Wall or Eco - (regular cleaning).
Customise each cleaning to the specific needs of the pool to ensure efficient and time-saving cleaning.

Regular Cleaning
The Aiper pool robot cleans for 45 minutes every 48 hours and then switches to energy-saving mode. This cycle
repeats itself and ensures that the pool remains clean throughout the week. At the weekend,
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the pool is ready for swimming.

What's in the box

    •  Scuba S1
    •  Charger
    •  User Manual
    •  Retrieval Hook

Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 6975140315663

Manufacturer number: X5PRO-EU

Product weight: 7.5 kilograms
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